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‘ Every day I’m grateful for  
choosing Otolift.’

Mr Dunning, Warwick 

Otolift – more than a name,  
a promise too!
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Otolift customers would like to spend 

their lives in familiar surroundings, the 

place they have called home for years, 

or even decades. Long time friends, 

neighbours and relatives are close by and 

they can still carry out the routines and 

hobbies locally that make life worthwhile.

These are things that people can 

continue to enjoy even if a staircase 

restricts their mobility.

Choosing an Otolift Stairlift assures 

you of not only excellent service and 

outstanding product quality, but also 

allows you to live the life you want to lead.

Our customers confirm this year in, year 

out; Otolift offers a degree of freedom. 

The freedom that they deserve.

Over 150,000 customers already know that an Otolift stairlift is much more than just an  accessory 

in people’s daily lives. The models manufactured by the Dutch market leader - Otolift; the first 

of which was produced back in 1968, enable people to continue living life in the manner they are 

accustomed to, self-supporting and independent, with pleasure and joy in life.
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OTOLIFT AIR
True innovation



This ground-breaking technology 

ensures that you experience 

Otolift’s proven convenience 

and its accredited safety, while 

also allowing you to revel in its 

surprisingly modest elegance. 

A single, unobtrusive rail fitted 

close to the stairs ensures the 

complete rail blends harmoniously 

with your living environment.

Following intense research and extensive materials tests, we have succeeded in developing a 

trendsetting rail: the 6cm diameter rail is currently* available exclusively for the Otolift Air. The 

Otolift Air has become our customers’ favourite, thanks to its modern design and advanced 

technology.
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The complete installation evokes enthusiastic 
reactions - even if they don’t notice it at 
first glance.

*01-03-16



OTOLIFT AIR
New elegance
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The Otolift rail requires very little 
space on the staircase.

Mrs Dunning, Warwick
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The Otolift Air evokes surprise when 

viewed more closely: while its unique 

rail appears rather delicate, it easily 

surpasses the Otolift ONE  

in terms of possibilities and durability. 

Elegance and technology are perfectly 

combined in this system. 

The 6cm diameter rail is available 

exclusively from Otolift Dealers nation-

wide.

The Otolift Air impresses with its modern design, which does not immediately capture 

one’s attention, but merges into the surroundings in an elegant and modest manner.

The Otolift Air impresses people with its 
 exclusive elegance, excellent comfort and vital 
safety functions.
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‘ The Otolift Air does not hinder the use 
of the staircase in any way.’ 

Mr Taylor, Guildford

OTOLIFT AIR
Flexible convenience

Retired Architect, Paul Taylor, of 

Guildford, still has a keen eye for detail. 

He therefore kept a close watch during 

the installation of his Otolift Air.

“I was very much impressed with the 

installation of my stairlift. Two engineers 

took just three hours to complete the 

install without any modifications to my 

stairs. They left my house spotlessly 

clean and gave a detailed handover, 

ensuring I could operate the lift safely 

before they left.”



The Otolift Air fits neatly around the inside or outside of your staircase. Fitting it on the inside of 

the stairs often means your handrail can remain on the opposite wall, leaving the widest part of 

the stairs clear for others to use safely.
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Steep, narrow or spiral staircases. The 

Otolift effortlessly accommodates the most 

demanding of staircases and discreetly 

follows all bends. What’s more, the rail 

requires so little space that normal use of the 

staircase is not hindered. This ensures not only 

you, but also your family members or guests 

can continue to use the staircase safely.
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1. Your handrail can often remain in place

2. The widest part of the stairs remains accessible

3. Unique 6cm diameter rail

4. Extremely compact chair

5. Aesthetically pleasing features both folded and unfolded

6. Powered folding footrest as standard

1

2

6 benefits of
OTOLIFT AIR
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OTOLIFT AIR
The single-rail system of the future
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Choosing the Otolift Air will bring you a product at the forefront of rail design. The 6cm 

diameter tube used to manufacture the rail is the smallest diameter of all single tube stair-

lift rails on the current market*.

*01-03-16



ø 8 cm
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End View of Otolift ONE Rail Section

A true 1:1 scale 

representation of both the 

Otolift ONE & Otolift AIR rail 

system. This clearly shows 

the difference between the 

smaller, 6cm diameter tube 

of the AIR over the larger 

8cm diameter tube on the 

Otolift ONE.

Actual size



ø 6 cm
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End View of Otolift AIR Rail Section

Actual size
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OTOLIFT AIR
The spatial miracle
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‘ Our Otolift is so easy to operate 
that I use it to go up and down 
whenever I choose.’

Mrs Dunning, Warwick
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Drop Nose rail start available 

offering a minimum intrusion 

at the bottom of the stairs.

The Otolift Air is a prime example of advanced technology and modern design, which subtly 

blends with the latest living trends.

If the Otolift does happen to get in the way, then the chair can be concealed from view with 

a single click on the remote control. The chair can also be folded in just two easy move-

ments, in order to save more space.

 

Automatically rotating chair

The Otolift Air’s chair can be rotated conveniently and automatically. This enables you to select the most 

comfortable position when mounting and dismounting.
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Otolift stairlifts -
Safe and reliable

Safe Practical

The safety belt is easy to use and can be secured using just 
one hand.

The safety belt is stored neatly when not in use and offers a 
sense of security when the lift is in use. 

User friendly Space saving

The hand control is very robust and break-resistant. When not in use your Otolift can be effortlessly folded away.

Intelligent Convenient

Your Otolift stops whenever it encounters an obstruction: 
 Automatically, gently and safely.

The remote control can be used to either call the lift to you 
or send it away when not in use.
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Unique:
Fully automatic chair

Regardless of which model of Otolift stairlift you choose, you will be reassured by the 

range of advantages that only we have to offer. By opting for an Otolift you can rely on 

an extensively tried and tested stairlift of premium quality, which offers the optimum in 

convenience and safety, regardless of the circumstances, every single time. 

Comfortable 

Flexible

The footrest can be retracted automatically with just one 
click on the button.

The chair can be rotated automatically to suit even the most 
challenging staircase...

… giving the flexibility to travel facing in either direction to 
avoid obstacles.
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OTOLIFT AIR
Ideal for steep and narrow staircases
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The Otolift Air has no problems with a steep staircase. The seat can also 

travel in a rotated position to negotiate any staircase, ensuring a more 

comfortable ride with highest possible clearance for your knees.

23
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Your OTOLIFT AIR
Materials of your choice
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Not only does a stairlift stand for your independence, but it can also be finished to suit your personal 

taste and home interior. Modest, or rather more extravagant? Thanks to the various finishes 

available – including light, dark and natural wood patterns, or even brushed aluminium – the Otolift 

Air can be tastefully adapted to your interior decor. You also have a choice of upholstery in various 

high quality fabrics and leather.
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The actual colours may vary, depending on the print.

Dark wood pattern

Beige
Fabric

Cream
Fabric

Chestnut
Leather

Light Grey
RAL 7035

Cream
RAL 9001

Brushed aluminium

Taupe
Leather

Chestnut
Leather

Rail colour

Pale Brown
RAL 8025

Light wood pattern

Beige
Fabric

Grey
Fabric

Chestnut
Leather

Natural wood pattern

Beige
Fabric

Chestnut
Leather
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Neatly completed within 3 hours

We only leave after providing calm and clear instructions Screwed to the staircase



 

OTOLIFT AIR
Installation



100% Designed by Otolift

100% Produced by Otolift

Since 1891
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Screwed to the staircase

About Otolift.
Otolift is a Dutch family company, established in 1891.  

Since 1968, Otolift has been 100% producer of top quality stairlifts, 

and takes a lot of pride in being the benchmark in the industry.



Your Otolift approved dealer:

WWW.OTOLIFTSTAIRLIFTS.CO.UK

WWW.OTOLIFTSTAIRLIFTS.IE


